NCHA Stallion “A Tale Of The Cat” Sells

June McGee (Freddie) of Granbury, Texas has agreed to sell NCHA stallion A Tale Of The Cat (Highbrow Cat X Autumn Boon) to ATOC Partners, LLC. (source: 2Henry's Ranch - Hico, Texas)

HICO, Texas (PRWEB) February 01, 2019 -- A Tale Of The Cat, whose barn name is “Torch”, is a stallion out of NCHA $79 Million dollar sire High Brow Cat and he is currently the 5th overall producer of his dam Autumn Boon (by Dual Pep). He was previously owned by Robert Charles Brown and trained by Jason Clark. The stallion and Clark finished 7th in the 2014 NCHA Futurity and Clark went on to show the stallion throughout 2015 and earned $93,387 until sold to the McGee’s who continued to show the horse. A Tale Of The Cat currently has NCHA earnings of $100,115.00

The new owners are ATOC Partners, LLC and include Randy Chartier and his wife Kelle of Millsap, Texas, AK19 Limited managed by Mike Sale and his daughter Alyesha Sale of Sandy Bedfordshire England, and 2Henry’s, LLC aka. 2Henry’s Ranch of Hico, TX,

A Tale Of The Cat will stand publicly for the first time at Alpha Equine in Granbury, Texas in 2019. For breeding information, call Alpha Equine (817) 279-8275. For more information on “A Tale Of The Cat, please contact John Henry with 2Henry’s Ranch at (254) 964-8480.
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